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Next Run No: 1872
can be divided by 30 different numbers , prime it is NOT
Date: 13/6/16
more important date is 1872 :- doughnut cutter patented
Start: Silver Mine car park, Weir Quay, even better :- secret ballots started in 1872
On Down: Old Plough Inn, Bere Ferrers :- built in 1872
Hares: Luffly and Richard le Turd (died 387 years before 1872) Squits and Floater

Me again, and my MASSIVE hash mag, cool
E coli stood up, said lots of stuff and off we ran…. But not before she got the lecture on
Schrodingers cat paradox wrong, if the `short is too short then they can join the longs` she
said, then messed up by saying if the `long was too long they could do the short` (X + Y =
Z which has to be a positive integer unless X or Y are negative and as X and Y are
unknown until they are counted it cant be predetermined if X or Y is too long or less than
zero ! ) I`ll help her lots next time.
Ben didn’t stand up, he`s foreign, confused and from near the south pole, never ask Ben
for directions to his house, He says he`s west of north in the south, of an Island or
something and he thinks up is down, I guessed that’s why he ended up in Blighty, my
geography teacher said he took the wrong turn at Italy probably.
Blast from the past spot……. `Fang` in all his bicuspid glory, Glanni said he was long in
the tooth and then laughed, He`s before my time so I haven’t got a clue. Best to ask him
next time you see him .
The hash went up, and up and up and up (up Nattor down) and then we got lost and then.
Horror and shame. Sludge and me had the same designer clothes (black) on and same
hair do, daddy got confused and had to come back and rescue me after he tried to catch
sludge up and failed. The longs longed for Ger tor and got it and the shrots went round the
side cos they are slow, I stay at the back just to help the hares get more hare-ing practice
Pimp was running slow as he had been at home all weekend polishing his trophy and
Grandpa ended up with no dust down in the river but like in `sole survivor` he just kept
going ( hero # 5) we then went round to Nat tor and the leat and I HATE GORSE, NASTY
GORSE, daddy says `just grow up` but I did and I still HATE GORSE
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At the Pub they were practicing for something I saw Scrotey give Glani a hug, next time
they do it we should all try and stop them from embarrassing themselves and the hash. Its
ok when Sturmer (best friend # 13, prime number) does it cos he`s weird anyway, being
married to the only mammal capable of true flight, you have to be. Daddy is a bit weird too
as he says its allowed and he hugs Marcus (yeuch).
Biff erected herself and then Hurricanes mind went blank (Dodo said he couldn’t tell) and
someone whispered that Biff has a big box, what so interesting about that ? I`ve got a
bigger one that I keep special things in.
Nipple dip (best friend # 6) is doing English like me at school except hes doing Beowulf
(the modern one by Heaney cos the original one is too difficult, (for some… obviously....)
Cant Remember is funny, she impersonates my friend Boris Johnson very well except for
the `quam dicere in Romanorum lingua` bit
I (me) got an award for the ten tors, I did 57,000 miles, super cool, everyone made a noise
which must be good.
Stop Cock stopped getting old at 50 and waited for us to throat happy birthday before he
started getting older again, now thats OLD… it would take me 1872 years to get to within 2
% of his age !
Uncle left her big bag of meds and life support goodies on the bar table, I checked them
but didn’t find anything better than a Quaalude or two and they are like so last century, so I
left them for her to remember later.
As I was nicking some of dads beer I noticed a chain sett of ex hashers wheel in and sat
on their own and blagged about bi-cycles with Ram Rearer, Lust and Wobbly Nib, they
must be beginners as not one Chammy leather crotch piece between them (I checked
carefully, maybe they were just `trans` rather than `bi` ? Then I noticed 2 people from a
lower hash called Stainery so I talked to them lots so they wouldn’t feel lonely.
Fergie said that Stainery were also having problems raising their members. Fergie said as
well she was struggling to do it in the morning as she hadn’t done it early for 3 years but
she is going to try it at 0630hrs now shes working again, she`s cool (new hero # 8)
Cheddar, (best friend # 6) was missing in action so had to talk to Daddy some more before
we went home and sang Abba all the way.
Hash Errata in Orbi
Bring food for the BBQ at the next hash re-enactment of the battle of the river Plate /
messing about on the river do……………
K2`s talk on her 2 years in living in Nepal is on Wednesday 8th june at 1930 hrs
(that’s 18 minutes after 1872) at South Brent Old School Centre, £2 per adult, for more info
talk to Tim Haley or Ann Marcer or ring Mandy on 01364 73809
In aid of `Action Global Nepal`
Friends forever

Footloose (me)

Errata in Urbi largest prime number is 22 million digits in length, starts with 3 end with 1
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